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By Jeff Wheeler

Amazon Publishing, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A Wall Street Journal bestseller. Bestselling author Jeff Wheeler continues the acclaimed
Kingfountain Series with a vast expansion of this spellbinding world. Thrust into the heart of events
threatening to rip her kingdom apart, young Trynne Kiskaddon will gain new powers and see old
allies fall and new heroes rise as the battle for the kingdom and the lands beyond begins. Courtly
intrigue and rumors of invasion plunge Kingfountain into turmoil as the search for Trynne s father
begins in earnest. But Trynne s quest to learn the truth of Owen s sinister disappearance is
sidetracked when tragedy strikes her family once again. Suddenly, the future of the kingdom rests in
her hands as she struggles to learn--and control--the power that can keep the threatening Deep
Fathoms at bay. When King Gahalatine unleashes his overwhelming forces against the realm,
Trynne must draw on her political instincts, warrior training, and Fountain-blessed magic if she
hopes to survive the chaos to come. But a final, epic confrontation will force Trynne into an
unimaginable choice: save her kingdom and the lives of her people, or lose the one who...
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The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III--  Dr . Cor die Upton III

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke
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